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Meeting Objective:

The purpose of this meeting was to review comments provided by the RAMP Advisory Committee and RAC on
the DRAFT Resort Area Mobility Plan report. The meeting also provided an update on the new alternative
proposed for Atlantic Avenue (17th Street to 25th Street).

DRAFT RAMP Report Comments (Slides 3 – 15)

Kimley-Horn provided a general summary of the comments received which totaled 40 comments from 8
participants. Slide 4 summarizes the comments by report section and type. There was a relatively even
distribution of comments focused on Intersection and Corridor Recommendations, Network Recommendations,
Multimodal Strategies, and Parking Strategies. The highest frequency of comments was related to controlling
vehicle speeds/posted speed limits, employee parking, and meterless paid parking in the neighborhoods. Slides
5 through 14 correspond to the following discussion.

Discussion

· Safe Speeds

o Based on comments received, the report will be revised to provide additional information in the
Multimodal Strategies on the “Safe Systems” approach being recommended for consideration as
an alternative way to corridor management. The Safe Systems approach recognizes the
community’s concern over the interaction between vehicular and non-vehicular traffic,
particularly as it relates to speeds. It takes a systematic approach to setting safe speed limits but
also recognizes the need for physical road changes to self-enforce versus artificially setting
speed limits too low.

o Safe Systems would be a City policy change and not require state legislative action.

o Automated speed enforcement would require a legislative change. It’s currently permitted
within school zones and work zones.

· Employee Parking

o Recommendations for employee parking within the Residential Permit Parking (RPP) Program
was included with Parking Strategy 3.5 “Revise the existing Residential Permit Parking (RPP)
Program” which included no longer allowing employee parking in the neighborhoods as new
parking inventory is created with proximity to the businesses who rely on it. A new strategy,
Strategy 3.6, will be created with regards to employee parking: “Create an Employee Parking
Program.”

o The removal of employee parking from Strategy 3.5 will allow additional emphasis to be placed
on potential modifications to current RPP policy that allows for contextual considerations of
differing needs depending on the neighborhood (i.e., potential modifications to RPP hours)
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· Meterless Paid Parking in the RPP

o Slide 14 restates the purpose and provides additional clarifications for meterless paid parking in
the RPP based on several questions received.

o Parking spaces will not be striped in the neighborhoods, and the program will be managed with
signs similar to the existing RPP. Current signs will likely need modification and simplification.
Sample signs from other communities have been added after the closing slide.

o Paid parking will not be allowed when the RPP hours are enforcement. It will continue to only
serve residents and their guests during these times (currently 8:00 PM to 6:00 AM)

o Pricing strategy would be intended to encourage parking in off-street facilities opposed to in the
neighborhoods.

Atlantic Avenue (Slides 16 – 19)

Kimley-Horn provided an update to the group that the new alternative proposed which included a one-way
Atlantic Avenue from 17th Street to 25th Street will not move forward due to broader impacts with the one-way
traffic flow. The recommendation for this segment, as proposed in RAMP, will move forward but also include
additional consideration for creating one-way connector streets between Atlantic Avenue and Pacific Avenue to
incorporate more programming space as envisioned in the new alternative. This will continue to be evaluated as
Atlantic Avenue moves into the design phase this fall.

Discussion

· On-street parking along Atlantic Avenue during the winter months will be considered and
accommodated in the new design but will not influence design decisions that achieve broader mobility
goals. Additionally, the angled on-street parking created through the one-way connector streets will
increase the parking supply along those streets compared to existing conditions. On-street parking
during the Holiday Lights will need consideration.

· Loading zones along Atlantic Avenue will be created within each block. Side street loading will be
encouraged and preferred. Increased enforcement, including self-enforcement, will be required after
designated delivery hours to ensure the loading zones can be clear for other mobility functions such as
trolley pull-offs, microtransit areas, etc.

· The one-way streets between Atlantic Avenue and Pacific Avenue would require changes to traffic
signals and traffic signs. An additional traffic evaluation will be performed prior to advancing this
concept to document potential changes and impacts.

· The overall Atlantic Avenue project is anticipated to begin construction in Fall 2024. Construction
phasing will be evaluated in the coming months/year as design progresses. More information will be
provided as this project advances.


